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ocieties are often required to react to environmental events that arise through either anthropogenic or natural processes. The extremity of such events can be measured
in terms of their immediacy and intensity and by how readily
they can be comprehended when set against established understandings. For example, our present-day debate on future
climatic change is driven by scientific assertion, reinforced by
evidence gathered from both instrument and proxy measurements, while the varying societal responses are predicated by
everyday cultural experiences. Climate-change denial is one
such example of a cultural response. In contrast, places considered to offer experiences at the boundaries or outside the
everyday, for example, hot and cold deserts, provide a different conception of extreme, in which change and the rates of
change typically lack context and validation within everyday
norms. Consequently, it is within such surroundings that the
greatest tension occurs between the perceptions of place, rates
of change and extremity—perceptions that can be interrogated through both positivistic scientific methods and “nonrational” art-practice. Whether or not these customary characterizations are legitimate, the obvious epistemological
differences between scientific and artistic enquiry can both
illuminate and problematize our understanding. In this paper,
we describe and reflect upon a real-time generative installation
we created that attempts to explore and test these differences:
Ground-breaking: Extreme Landscapes in Grains and Pixels [1] (excerpts are available on-line [2]).
This work offers context and potential validation regarding
change and the rate of change in an environment, evidenced
through scientific analysis of landscapes and soils. This evidence is translated to create an audiovisual installation through
a process of critical evaluation. The installation seeks to convey the cultural imprints left by societal responses to change
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Ground-breaking: Scientific and
Sonic Perceptions of Environmental
Change in the African Sahel

abstract

Soils surrounding ancient

settlements can hold evidence
of the activities of past societies. To seek an understanding of how past societies have
reacted and contributed to
environmental change requires
many data sources. The realtime audiovisual installation
Ground-breaking problematizes
the presentation of such data,
gained in this case through the
image-analysis of soil materials.
These data are used to connote environmental events and
consequent human responses.
By combining these data with
audiovisual synthesis and
environmental recordings, the
authors present a basis for
developing conceptualizations
of new locales undergoing
environmental change; the visual
and sonic narratives that are
developed allow the art-science
interface to be explored.

experienced in a geographically
and socially marginalized area, the
African Sahel [3]. By considering a
landscape that is both extreme and
has long-standing cultural activity, a
narrative is developed. To borrow
Barthes’s terminology [4], the data
from scientific analysis provide functions to the narrative; they are indices to the landscape and to human
conditions. These data also connote
actions that may be anthropogenic or environmental (such as
changes in land-management, flooding and desertification). A
narrative emerges from the exploration of these data, in which
a sequence of actions is deduced from functional descriptions
of physical objects, which in turn are offered for evaluation
and exploration in sonic and visual forms.

Context and Investigation
In both extreme and non-extreme environments, the fertility
of soil is fundamental to the long-term sustainability of human
societies. The local management of soils is paramount in agrarian-based societies, whereas nomadic pastoralist societies are
reliant at more regional scales. Soils are, therefore, both an
essential source of, and sink for, materials used to sustain basic
human existence, providing nutrients for plant growth and
receiving material inputs in the form of wastes or fertilizers.
Unless lost by erosion, soils subjected to such inputs will retain
an imprint of past cultural activities. This imprint, commonly
microscopic, provides the opportunity to examine how past societies managed their surrounding landscapes. Soils therefore
can act as a record of past cultural activities; the examination
of such soils—cultural soils—is a major element in the Groundbreaking installation.
The soil materials used as a basis for the installation were
sampled from the Sahel region of West Africa from a village
called Tiwa. The village is located in the lacustrine plain of
Lake Chad in Northern Nigeria [5] and is representative of
many thousands of villages in the region [6]. The lacustrine
plain has experienced extremes of flooding and drought
throughout history that may have displaced human populations. The village lies on a raised mound—the surrounding
plain may flood with seasonal rains—with dwellings constructed from mud-brick and thatch (Fig. 1 and Article Fron-
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Fig. 1. Modern-day production of mud-brick used for building houses and animal enclosures
in a village south of Lake Chad in northeastern Nigeria. (Photo © Paul Adderley) These
materials appear have been used in this region through the period of settlement of the past
four millennia [5]. Forensic examination of soils surrounding villages reveals a cultural
imprint that includes fragments of such materials.

tispiece). Soil materials were sampled by
Paul Adderley from a field on the village
fringe. This area is typically cared for by
women and small children and is subject
to intense land management; it receives
domestic and animal wastes as well as
materials washed in by rain. A pit, 2 m
deep, was dug to expose a profile for sampling. The soil materials were sampled
as blocks using open-faced containers
called Kubiëna tins. These allow the spatial organization of the soil material to
be maintained throughout the handling
of the material, from sampling, through
subsequent laboratory processing, to examination by microscope (Fig. 2). With
the deeper, that is, older, cultural soils
at depths undisturbed by modern-day ac-

tivities, an intact imprint of past human
activities may be retained. The oldest
soil materials were subsequently found
to be c. 10,000 years old. The materials
sampled therefore span this 10,000-year
period, including the onset of human settlement in the Lake Chad plain c. 4,000
years ago [7].
We treated the soil materials to produce glass-mounted thin-section samples
for examination by transmitted and reflected light using an optical microscope.
The soil samples were chemically dried,
then impregnated with polyester resin to
form solid blocks. Each block was then
cut and mounted, followed by grinding
and diamond polishing to produce a
section of uniform 30 µm thickness. A

typical scientific study of such soils would
optically examine and describe the sections using an international system of
terminology [8], allowing archaeological
interpretation of the materials [9]. To develop the Ground-breaking installation, we
took a more expansive direction, allowing broader cross-disciplinary interpretation. First, by examining large areas of
each sample, we were able to undertake
a virtual exploration of the microscale
features. Second, through quantitative
examination of the materials, we identified objects that provide discrete cultural
signals; these objects could then be classified and spatially related. This, in turn,
allowed us to develop a visual and sonic
narrative that draws upon both the measurements and their interpretation as
cultural signifiers.
We observed thin-section samples
with a microscope at 80-fold magnification and captured the images using
a sequence of different illumination
methods (Fig. 3). Each of the optical
techniques produces a different resultant image (Color Plate B No. 1). The
oblique incident reflected light image
typically shows dark images with frequent
objects that can be interpreted as related
to cultural activities: specifically, burnt
materials such as pieces of fired clay and
partially combusted fuel materials show
clearly as red and orange colors. The
plane-polarized transmitted light images
typically have muted colorations and may
frequently show quartz sand grains as an
irregular bleached-white “skin” around
a near-transparent core. The abrading
of these grains through exposure to
the natural forces of wind and rain can
result in rounded yet irregular shapes.
This provides a visual clue to the relative
severity of several confounded forces in

Fig. 2. Schema showing the progression from sampling cultural soil materials as intact blocks, through soil thin-section preparation, to the
examination and microscope imaging of the thin section. (© Paul Adderley and Michael Young)
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Sonification and
Representation

Fig. 3. Schema of the different optical methods used: (a) oblique incident illumination
reflected from the sample; (b) plane-polarized illumination transmitted through the sample;
(c) transmitted circularly polarized illumination; (d) with the sample between crossed polarizers. (© Paul Adderley and Michael Young)

the natural environment. The images
taken using circular-polarized illumination extend this and may show a distinct
light-blue coloration in areas of the microscope slide where there is no organic
or mineral material. It can, therefore,
give a clear indication of the pore-spaces
wherein many environmental and biological processes occur within the soil.
With the sample between crossed-polarizers, all empty space in the sample will
be shown black, while many mineral materials will be shown with a range of vivid
birefringence colors [10]. The contrast
between this image and the others frequently can reveal textural changes in
the soil matrix, which may be related to
human disturbance of the soil.
First we analyzed 32 areas from the
eight microscope slides, each representing a discrete period in the history of
the Tiwa village site. Then a large-scale
calibrated image [11] was made for each
sample area by capturing a mosaic of
smaller images using a high-resolution
Peltier-cooled digital microscope cam-

era (Fig. 2). This was repeated for all
four illumination methods, for a total of
128 images. These images were then examined using image-analysis techniques
[12]. The images were segmented to
identify component objects of interpretative value, and measurements of these
objects were taken, with each group of
objects representing the imprint of a different cultural event—construction and
destruction of buildings or soil disturbances such as cultivation and periods
of flooding. Taking burnt materials as
an example, under oblique incident illumination these materials have distinct
color properties allowing a color-based
segmentation of the image. Using image
analysis, we identified each object in the
image and analyzed its size, shape and
location (Fig. 4). Thousands of objects
in each image may be classified in this
way. With each object defined as a collection of contiguous pixels that satisfy the
segmentation criteria of specific color
properties, the object’s area is given by
counting the number of pixels, while the

Ground-breaking is a real-time, generative
audiovisual work [15]. In the installation
we experimented with strategies for producing visual and sonic material from
complex data, as offered by this scientific
study. Generating sound from scientific
data or non-musical sources is a wellestablished and diverse field [16]: An
aim of sonification is to render complex
and multidimensional data susceptible
to intuitive or more methodical appraisal
and analysis, potentially via an interactive
interface. What is sought, in general, is
“the ability of the auditory system to extract underlying structure and temporal
aspects of complex signals that are often
important in scientific exploration” [17].
Our perceptual and cognitive experience
of sound certainly differs radically from
our response to visual stimulus, not least
due to its intrinsic temporality; so, a sonic
representation may foster alternative insights, so to speak, to those afforded by
visual analyses. As noted by Hermann
[18], the listener, in comparison to the
viewer, is potentially more immediately
cognizant of both global attributes and
local nuances of data, even when there
are simultaneous streams of information.
There are examples in medicine and
scientific research, such as astronomy,
where otherwise hidden structural elements (e.g. wave functions) were discovered through aural analysis [19]. For this
application, precision, consistency and
reproducibility are essential: Sonification
provides an objective, analytical experience for the listener, who may require
Adderley and Young, Ground-breaking      
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outer pixels define the object perimeter.
Holes within objects are identified as
pixels outside the segmentation criteria.
Shape is estimated by measuring parallel tangents—Feret measurements—at
360 positions around each object [13].
The fractal dimension of each object, a
derived measure of shape, is calculated
from the area and perimeter relationship [14]. By considering the center
of the object as the point of maximum
distance from any point on the perimeter, a set of coordinates for each object
within an image can be determined. A
data set for every identified object therefore comprises (x,y) spatial coordinates
and descriptors: object area, perimeter,
count of the holes in the object, Feret
mean, fractal dimension and color hue,
saturation and intensity. These and the
10,000-year temporal dataset form the
precursors for the implementation and
structure of the installation.
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Fig. 4. Schema of the image analysis measurements for an object segmented from an image
of a soil thin section. (© Paul Adderley and Michael Young) Each object identified by threshold pixel parameters (i.e. color definition) is then measured, with the spatial coordinates
within the image, object size, color and shape parameters all reported. These data inform the
sound synthesis.

appropriate training and experience
to comprehend and make effective use
of any given system. The translation of
data to sound presents a mapping problem that explains this need for training.
Pre-existing wave functions are easily
susceptible to sonification because they
can be directly mapped with minimal
intervention, such as amplification, frequency shifting or changes to playback
speed. The audible result retains or
mimics properties of the original (e.g.
in seismology) or provides a sonic metaphor (e.g. the Geiger counter). More sophisticated techniques such as physical
modeling [20] retain a transpositional
relationship between source data and
sonic outcome.
In circumstances in which initial data
are not clearly temporally or aurally
orientated, “higher-level” mappings are
necessary but problematic. If input data
need to be radically reformulated to be
congruent with a specific sound-synthesis method [21], sonification can still
be potentially accurate and consistent,
although inevitably the result relies substantially on the designer’s intervention,
whether intentional or not. The reformulation (mapping) of parameters might be
quite intuitive and freely associative, even
though common methods such as the
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direct translation, convergence or divergence of parameter sets have been noted
[22]. Examples include aligning sonic
events with physical gestures, common in
interactive and performance media, or,
in audiovisual scenarios, timbres with colors. Such mappings might be evaluated
for their familiarity, effectiveness or accuracy, but only in the context of a known
creative intent or after systematic learning. For sonification in general, data are
not necessarily obtained from a musical/
human agent or a familiar visual context,
so there may not be a commonsense or
intuitive association between input and
output. Any strategy for data-to-sound
mapping is, therefore, as arbitrary as it
is decisive.
Mapping problems are exacerbated
when there is no time dimension to
the source data, a situation frequently
encountered in image-to-sound translation. In becoming sound, such data must
be “linearized” as a temporal sequence
of discrete events. Creative decisionmaking becomes paramount, entirely
predicated on a desired or presumed
outcome. This process is the antithesis
of scientific investigation and may reveal
ideologically transparent preconceptions
about music, that is, what constitutes legitimate musical material and structure.

The most popular assumption is that music consists of “notes,” defined by pitch
and rhythm and grouped as phrases
(melodies) and/or simultaneities (harmonies). Timbre is decorative rather
than functional. The musical instrument
digital interface (MIDI) protocols have
helped formalize and ossify this reductionist view, even though in many areas of
sound art practice these assumptions are
rejected [23]. While MIDI offers an “offthe-shelf” approach to generative music
and the exigencies of data mapping and
sonification, a problem arises because
the assumptions themselves—manifesting as harmonies, musical scales, rhythmic patterns, etc.—connote their own
structural relations, which have a long
history of cultural development and are
firmly embedded in our contemporary
cultural experience: These relations are
far more telling than any novel patterning that might emerge from source data,
which are effectively rendered redundant. This is also arguably the case in domains where other artistic assumptions
are evidenced, as in electroacoustic music, electronica and post-digital and noise
music. The sonified result, confusingly,
might purport to offer both a neutral
“scientific” re-presentation and interrogation of source data and also an artistic,
positional statement inviting aesthetic
response, even though the true relationship between data and sound is extrinsic
to the data set itself. This object–subject
confusion seems to be at the heart of sonification, in which the medium, sound,
conflates the objectification of data for
structural illumination with subjective
and/or historically embedded “artistic”
value systems.

The Ground-breaking
Installation
Ground-breaking investigates these problems directly by exploring data that are
essentially atemporal and visually oriented and do not in themselves invite
any commonsense or culturally defined
association with sound. These extracted
soil data, representing a period of over
10,000 years, are complex, multidimensional and opaque. Nevertheless, these
samples have a clear functional relationship to the wider historical narrative about environmental change. The
installation uses both sonic and visual
materials drawn from sources relevant to
the Lake Chad region, presented in real
time as either simple representational
states or remote, modified and abstract
states. The generative system driving the
installation deploys these materials as

ized but restricted to those relevant to
the time period indicated by the current position of the master clock. The
images are loaded in fours to explore
the contrasting and complementary perspectives offered by the different optical
imaging methods. An automated, fourdimensional cross-fade between images
runs continuously, creating a rhythmic
rebalancing of the color and detail intrinsic to the images. The installation is
also able to zoom closely onto individual
soil fragments that are identified by (x,y)
coordinates and described in each data
file and then to scan between data points
for real-time animation. These and other
visual devices, including presentation
and manipulation of on-site images, are
also influenced by the probability functions that reflect the currently selected
lake-level state: drought (static displays,
coloration effects), flood (crossfading
of soil images and flowing progression
between data points) and human popula-

tion settlement (dynamic zoom activity,
on-site photographic material).
The choice and manipulation of sound
materials are similarly influenced. There
are clearly referential sounds, taken from
the Lake Chad region: a range of environmental recordings; human voices in
conversation, at work and home; as well
as recordings of live music. These materials are much more likely to be invoked
by the system when they are relevant to
the historical/temporal scale, unfolded
by the master clock. Audio samples obtained from alternative “non-human”
sources, such as flowing water, and tactile interactions with gravel particles, etc.
are suggestive only of a generalized idea
of materiality or energy; these are also
deployed when appropriate. As with the
images, the specific choices and timings
are variable and differ on each cycle.
The data files identify and characterize discrete objects in the soil: data that
suggest the presence of certain materi-

Fig. 5. Schema of the macrostructure of the Ground-breaking installation. (© Paul Adderley
and Paul Young) Note the close integration of the different data sets: the thin-section images
of the cultural soils both form a visual element and provide the source image-analysis data
subsequently used in the sound synthesis.
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means of interpretive sonification, in which
structural relationships embedded in the
data set are evidenced in these audiovisual modifications at a number of levels.
The result is not a proxy for the actual
data set nor intended to be related either
mimetically or even metaphorically to it.
Nor is there any structural musical logic
applied from without. Rather, a new narrative emerges that references data both
directly and obliquely, exploring a data
space in which a sequence of actions can
be deduced from functional descriptions
of physical objects identified in the soil.
This narrative develops structural and
syntactical relationships that are consistent and, in theory, comprehensible. It
is intended to engage the audience without the need for prior training or direct
experience; listening and understanding
are thereby considered different to rational aural analyses.
The installation encapsulates ideas of
open-endedness and periodicity, bringing together indeterminate and cyclical
processes. The macrostructure of the installation (Fig. 5) is guided by a master
clock, which represents the entire period
of 10,000 years. Our chief aim with the installation is to provide an interpretation
of detailed soil data files that temporally
correlate to this period. The equivalent
time interval executed by the installation
system varies on each cycle, resulting in
presentation of the 10,000 years in periods of between 20 and 50 minutes. Each
cycle is denoted by data, interpolated
where necessary, that describe the level
of Lake Chad at decadal intervals. The
levels are indicative of three states: flood,
drought or human population. These
data are interpreted as a probability
function that influences the generative
processes of the installation, by adjusting
the likelihood or specific character of the
various visual and sonic events that are in
evidence over each cycle of the system
(see the Stochastic Processor in Fig. 5).
This stochastic approach ensures that
each cycle of the installation is unique
and will only deploy a selection of materials and processes available to the system
as a whole. Adaptive probability systems
have been applied in other recent work
as a means of refining and structuring
generative behaviors [24].
The visual component comprises
two elements, a library of on-site photographs and the thin-section images
of soil samples. At irregular time intervals—determined by a secondary
clock—a thin section is selected and its
four associated micrograph images and
soil data files are loaded into the system.
The choice of thin sections is random-
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als in the environment, developing our
knowledge of the period in question.
Each soil thin section may contain several thousand objects; the data files are
large, comprising an eight-dimensional
array of some 2,000--6,000 lines. Thus
there are two challenges: the sheer profundity of data and their visual terms
of reference, which fail to suggest any
particular context for sonic representation. In Ground-breaking, the mapping is
arbitrarily assigned but it is consistent in
any one cycle of the 10,000-year history.
For each iteration of the master-clock
cycle, the mapping is reshuffled and assigned autonomously by the system with
no further user intervention (see the
mapping algorithm in Fig. 5). One-toone, convergent and divergent mapping
strategies are used; the strategy and actual assignment map are generated and
regenerated randomly. As there are eight
dimensions and over 20 sound-synthesis
parameters, this reshuffling is decisive in
predetermining the vocabulary and behavior of sounds and ensures that a new
interpretative perspective is offered in
each cycle. Over time, the entire body of
data will be visited and exploited.
Any given set of soil data is explored
for synthesis as long as the current image selection is in view; this time-based,
iterative behavior is itself drawn from
one of the object descriptors. Two synthesis techniques are employed: subtractive synthesis (multi-band filtered noise)
and granular synthesis (or granular reconstruction, the production of extensive and timbrally rich sound events and
textures by the proliferation of tiny sonic
fragments or grains). Granular methods
offer the possibility of both clear sonic
references and more abstract, acousmatic [25] material, depending on the
content, duration and processing of individual grains. The filtering techniques
can be employed on both a noise signal
and the sound product of the granular
synthesis. Sonic parameters include the
frequency content, bandwidth and harmonicity of filter banks, the size, content,
amplitude and post-processing of grains.
Grain content is particularly critical: This
is obtained from an existing library of recorded sounds stored by the system. The
library sounds are tagged with descriptors denoting their referential content
(e.g. water, work, environment, human
voice, music) and their sonic characteristics (e.g. loudness, brightness, roughness, pitch-noise). The tags are assigned
as sound parameters, so that appropriate
sound sources are looked up and read
into the granular synthesizer as a basis
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for subsequent events and textures. The
result draws the listener into imaginative engagement with geographical/cultural references and abstract processes
of change. The narrative constructed
in Ground-breaking is an interpretative
sonification, the result of a stochastic exploration of the soil data sets as “cultural
indices” (returning to Barthes’s terminology).
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